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Supreme Court Upholds Susan Jones' Conviction

.

by K. Jill Barr
Women who have been convicted ofpassing
illegal drugs to a minor through pregnancy and birth
may now be required to undergo Norplant implemen
tation according to a unanimous decision handed down
by the "United States Supreme Court". The Moot
Courtroom in Buffalo was the site ofthe 6th Annual
Charles S. DesmondMemorialMootCourtCompeti
tion Finals, the last round in a week long competition.
When the de<;:ision was handed down by the highest
court, Brian Mercer and Gary Simpson had success
fully represented the State's concerns and were de
clared the first place team.
Mercer and Simpson argued for the State's po
sition that the Petitioner, Susan Jones, was notdenied
her 8th Amendment rights under the prosecutorial
scheme designed by the state requiring probation and
Norplant implementation. Mercer and Simpson fur
ther argued that, even though the right to procreate is
subject to strict scrutiny, under such an analysis the
petitioner's rights were only protected to a lesser
degree due to her conviction.
As representatives for the Petitioner, Helen
Pundurs and Jennifer Willig put forth an argument
advocating for their client's fundamental right to pro
create and her status under the applicable criminal
statute. Pundurs argued that the state law presented a
•'novel prosecutorial strategy'' that in essence pun
ished the wrong behavior. She claimed that the statute
was incorrectly applied to her client by suggesting that
the act the law is meant to punish is conduct. The

K. Jill Barr presents the Desmond Memorial Moot Court First Place
Team Award to Gary Simpson and Brian Mercer
Photo: D.rlHarris

Petitioner's attorney unsuccessfully asserted that her client's status as an
addict was the correct application of the law, not her conduct, which was
passing drugs to her child through the umbilical cord.
In a flurry ofexchanges between the covrt and Ms. Willig, the court
soughtclarification ofthe issue that the client had given up her Constitutional
right to procreate by waving incarceration and choosing the probation and
Norplant implementation. Willig forcefully responded that the "choices"
were, in reality, not choices at all. She went on to suggest that residential
rehabilitationwould accomplish the same resultless intrusively. The Court,

Ex-Hostage Holds
Audience Ca tive
by Paul Roalsvig, Photo Editor
On October 14, the Western New
York community had the opportunity to bear
thewordsandwisdomofthemanheldlongest
in captivity by Muslim terrorists in Lebanon.
BatavianativeTerry Anderson, former Asso
ciated Press Bureau Chief and Middle East
correspondent, told theaudienceof3800 people
attheAlumniArenathatwhenhevolunteered
in June ofl 982 to go to WestBeirutand cover
the events that were taking place there, itwas
a greatopportunity, an"exhilarating, exhaust
ing" experience,andthemostintenseplacehe
had ever been. Although his memories ofthe
Middle East will forever be clouded by his
experiences as a hostage, he admitted be still
lovedthepeopleandplacesoftheMiddleEast
His captors, rather than being representative of
Muslims as a whole group, were a tiny fanati
cal faction ofa rather small wing oflslam. It
is a shame, Anderson remarked, that the first
image that comes to mind formostAmericans
oflslamic people is the face of a wild-eyed
terrorist, when the overwhebning majority of
Muslims are wonderful, caring people.
Over the years, Anderson noted, the
Palestinians and Shiite Muslims bad been
given very little notice by the media. In the
wake of the post-World War II Middle East
treaties,these groups bad retained very little
political and economic power, and the Shiites
were often ignored due to their relatively few
numbers. All that came to a dramatic turn
about, said Anderson, when the U.S. Embas.sy
in Beirut was bombed. Spurred on by thesuc
cessoftheAyatollab Khomeini in establishing
a fundamentalist Moslem state in Iran, the
Shiites throughout the arab world were becom
ing a force to contend with. On March 16, 1985,
Terry Anderson, whowas in Lebanon working
on a story about thepoweroftheShiitesandthe
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intransigenceoftheHezbollah(themostradi
cal faction), made an error in judgment (or as
be called it, "a sudden attack ofstupidity").
He totally forgotabout the events ofthe previ
ous day, when be had eluded a car 'which had
chased him through the streets o fBeirut. The
next morning, after eating breakfast, he
nonchalantly left his then-6 month pregnant
wife fora routine tennis appointment Chased
again by a car containing four young men
brandishingguns,hewasnotsoluckythistime.
He was told by his abductors thatheshouldnot
worry, since this kidnapping was "political."
Mr. Anderson's onlyresponsetothiswas: "Ob
Shit!"
He was blindfolded, chained, and
thrown into a cell. Many of the events that
occurrednextarestilluncleartoMr.Anderson,
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it seems, did not take that suggestion.
Onthewinningsideoftheargument,Mr.Mercer
asserted that the Court ofAppeals was correct in ruling
that the passing ofthe illegal drug to the newborn was
conduct under the statute. Even though the Court drilled
Merceron whatknowledgeanaddictcan have,hestood
his ground. When ChiefJustice Denman commented
thatthePetitionerdidnotknowshewouldbedelivering
the child when she ingested the drug, Mercer asserted
that she should have known and that•' the state enacted
ageneralstatutewhich is designed to protect children.''
He commented further that it is a heinous act to take
drugs which will create an addicted baby.
The fmaloral argumentwas made by Simpson for
the state. Simpson clearly set forth the main points of
bisargumentcontendingthatNorplantdoesnotviolate
Petitioner's fundamental rights. The compelling state
interest, Simpson maintained, is to prevent the growing
number ofcrack babies in this country (and implicitly
within the state) and the societal costs which are asso
ciated with these children. ''Thesechildrenarenotthe
children of (the Petitioner's), they are the children of
New York State!'' Simpson declared to makehis point.
When asked by JusticeMurphywhatthestate's position
would be ifthere was a violent reaction to the implants,
Simpson acknowledged thatanamendedbearing would
take place. Murphy queried further, •'Then the state
would incarcerate?". Simpson'sreply, "Notnecessar
ily, there could be other methods developed.' '.
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Law studenl's discount of $200 will be deducted from the cost of $1 ,300
for any student still in law school who registers for the Pieper New York
Multistate Bar Review Course by November I. I99~.

* P_lus
- John Pieper's
In-Class Guidance

For more information see your Pieper Representatives or contact:

P~EPER NEW YORK-MVLTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 WILLIS AVENUE, MINEOLA, NEW YORK 11501
Telephone:{516) 747-4311

The Bar Coarse That Cares.
PIEPER REPS.: Deborah Barone.Jack Canzooeri,Andrew O'Brien, David Smith,David Teske

The System FailsWomen
by Tracy Dale Sammarco, StajJWriter

HTF
GROUP SPOTLIGHT will be a series featuring a different student group each issue.

HomelessTask Force
by Kevin P. Collins, News Editor
The Homeless Task Force (HTF) was
starte.d twoyearsago by Ms. Barbra.Kavanaugh,
the Supervising Attorney for the Housing Unit
ofNeighborhood Legal Services (NLS). Ms.
.Kavanaughdiscoveredthatmoreandmoreof
her clients were being evicted and that they did
notknowwha-etogoorwhomtoturntoforhelp.
Ms. Kavanaugh learned, through personaljob
experience, thathomeless peoplehaveadiffi
cult time going to a law office in order to
receive legal assistance. She further realized
thathomeless people have a tough timereceiv
ing any legal help at all.
John Jablonski, 3L, was the first law
student coordinator, when the HTF was started
and he helped set up the program in order to
incorporate volunteer law students. Bob
Gormley,3L, wasthecoordinatorlastyearand
is also a volunteer this year.
The purpose of the HTF is to provide
basic legal assistance to homeless, or near
homeless, people and indigents. The HTF
provides better access to legal services by
activelyseekingoutpeopleinsteadofwaiting
for them to have to try to find legal assistance
on their own. The HTF educates people as to
theirrightsinordertomakethemawareofwhat
rights they have, thus empowering their clients
with knowledge they had previously not been
privy to.
The usual problems HTFmembers con
front are that their clients need help in finding
housing, are often improperly locked out of
their homes, are denied emergency public
benefits assistance, need help in obtaining
child custody and support, and also require
assistance in getting divorces and orders of
protection.
This semester, the HTF is going to five
sites visiting each site once a week:
(l)TheSt VincentDePaulDiningRoom
on Main Streeton Wednesdays;
(2) The Little Portion Friary on Main
StreetonWednesdays;
(3) The Salvation Army- also a women
and family shelter- on Thursdays;
(4) The Central City Cafe on Eagle
Street on Fridays; and
(5) The Friends ofthe Knight in Allen
town.
When theHTF goes to eachofthesesites
they do client intake. Sometimes they make
referrals to other agencies or organizations
which can better or more directly help the
clients, such as to the Volunteer Lawyer's
Project(VLP). After the law studentmemb&"S
do the client intake, they go back to the Housing
OfficeanddoCaseReviewwithMs. .Kavanaugh
or another Supervising Attorney . After this
consultation, the law students open the client's

case file and write letters to the client with
information regarding their situation, how the
lawapplies,andperllapsareferraltoanappro
priateunitwithintheNLSoranoutsideagency,
suchastheVLP. Thelawstudentmembersof
theHTF often advocate onbehalfofthe clients,
especially with regard to social workers, in
order to straighten out the clients' benefits.
When it becomes time, the law students then
close the clients' file and send a closing letter
to the client.
The two core law student members of
theHTFthisyearare2LJoeAntonecchia,Box
#603,and2LDebGottschalk,Box#663. They
are responsible for covering the site visits and
for supervising the volunteer law studentmem
bers ofthe HTF.
Those who wish to join theHTF should
look for notices next semester. It requires a
serious commitrnentonthe student'spart, and
aresumeandastatementofintentarerequired.
Those students who do becomevolunteermem
bers ofthe HTF haveto go to a site once a week
and attend a Case Review with the Supervising
Attorney.

11

members ... get to
learn and practice basic
legal skills . .. [and]
advocate on behalf of the
• t s ...
c I1en
II

Primarily, the HTF exists because there
is a real need to extend legal services to
indigents and to address the legalneeds ofthe
homeless ornear-homeless. Students whojoin
the HTF have anopportunity to getinvolvedin
something worthwhile off-campus. Members
oftheHTF getto learn and practice basic legal
skills such as doing client intake, handling
client files, writing client letters, developing
advocacy skills with social service depart
ments, working with experienced attorneys,
and escorting clients to court. Membersofthe
HTFworkwithandleammany areasofthelaw,
especially poverty, family, housing, student
loans,publicbenefits,andadministrativelaw.
We can look for the HTF to run a food
drive this semester. TheHTF also plans to hold
informative events by bringing speakers to and
setting up displays on the law school.
TheHTFisopentoalllawstudentsofall
years. Currently, there are two (2) core mem
bers and ten (I 0) volunteers. TheHTF operates
outoftheNLSOffice, Suite 495, in the Ellicott
Square Building, 295 Main Street, Buffalo,
NewYork.

especially detrimental to women who are
What protection does the criminal jus abused because the officer is the first co ntact
ticesystem offer forwomen who are subjected a woman has with the criminal justice system.
to domestic violence? Do the written domes If treated with disdain in the initial proceeq_
tic violence policies of the law enforcement ings, a woman is less likely to pursue the issue
establishment ever translate into workable and obtain the help to protect herself fro m
standards for the safeguarding of women's further abuse.
The thnlst of the Neighborhood Legal
rights in the real world? Do such written
Services lawsuitagainst the BPD (then under
policies even exist?
Theseare&oughquestionstoanswer. At the direction of Commissioner Ralph
best, we may make some feeble arguments on Dagenhart) was that Buffalo officers consis
the side of law enforcement- it does the best tently failed to read women the mandatory
that it can under the circumstances. Atworst, notice ofvictim 'srights required under New
these questions bring home the hard truth; a rift York state law. Many women complained of
exists between policy and affinnativeacts of both the cruel and indifferent treatment they
protection for women coping with domestic receivedatthehandsoffiuffalopolicemenand
abuse. Wemustaskourselves, "Ofwhatuse of the fact that they were never informed of
are policies and standards when they lie dor their rights. The lawsuit was won, but Olin
be
mant, unenforced by law enforcement offi regrets that the lines of communicati
tween officers and domestic violenc gen
cials?"
"TheTracy Thurman Story" is a rather cies were no topened by the case. Sht. feels that
chillingexampleofthefailureofthesystemto there is a need for greater interaction with
protect one woman from the violence ofher officers to help them in their understandmg o f
estranged husband. It is an actual case of a the issue.
Today, according to Olin, the BPD is
woman who brings suit against the police
departmento fher hometown, Torrington, Con movinginadirectionmoreconducivetoserv
necticut, after she is repeatedly threatened, ing theneedsofwomenwho are abused by their
abused and nearly killed by her husband with partners. However, she still refers to Buffalo
out any attempt at intervention by the police. asa "time bomb" having "no coherent policy
The film was presented by the Domestic Vio on domestic violence." Olin hopes that under
lence Task Force, the Association ofWomen the direction ofCommissioner Donovan the
Law Students and the Buffalo Public Interest BPD will formulate such a policy. Now, as a
Law Program on Wednesday, October 14 in resultofthe lawsuit, the police inform women
of their rights. Additionally, the police have
O'BrianHall.
Following the film, the chiefattomey in opened up their records ofdomestic violence
Neighborhood Legal Service's lawsuitagainst calls and the actions taken by the department
the Buffalo Police Department, Judith Olin, to outside agencies.
One major stumbling block to protect
made a presentation to the assembly. Olin
spoke about the lawsuit, which was based on ing women from abuse is that although an arrest
the BPD's failure to comply with New York can be made without the officer actually w it
state's domestic violence laws, and about the nessing the attack, it is unlikely that the arrest
situation in Buffalo today. She said that will lead to anything. The standard for " as
Thurman's story, though a fairly extreme ex sault'' is so high that it is extremely difficult
ample ofthe failure ofthe system, mirrors to to convict the abuser. (McKinney 's, for ex
some extent the experiences of women in ample, lists cases in which people are as
saulted by being hit over the head with a gun,
Buffulo.
Olin cited examples of local law en and yetassaultis not found.) So, while in theory
forcement officers' attitudes when dealing the police do not have to see any physical
with survivors ofabuse. She said that in one manifestations of the abuse, in reality, they
caseanofficertoldawomanthathedidn'tlike have to.
Lawsuits againstmunicipalities are
having to respond to calls in which there was
no "blood running." Anotherofficeraskeda alsodifficulttowin,saysOlin. Although Tracy
woman why she couldn'tputup with ' 'a little Thurman won ajudgmentfor2 .3 million in her
abuse'' considering the fact that she lived in lawsuit, hercase isnot the standard. Thurman
such a beautiful home. There existed in Buf was so savagely beaten that onehemisphere of
falo a pervasive notion that domestic violence her body lostmotorcontrol, and the other lost
wasnotaseriousenough issue for the police to nervous perception. Her husband slashed her
throat and face andjumped on her head while
expend their energy on.
The speaker felt that comments and perhaps a dozen witnesses, including a
action, or lack o faction, by police officers are Torringtonpoliceofficer,lookedon.

THE ROAMING PHOTOGRAPHER
The Opinion Editorial Board announces:
"THEROAMING PHOTOGRAPHER."
Law students will be photographed and asked their
opinions on timely issues which affect the law school.
So _be prepared to smile the next time you shoot off your
mouth in the hallways!

U.B Lavv Students Protest Military Recruitnient
by Scot Fisher and NancyJohnson
OnThursday, October 22, the fifth floor
o fO' Brian Hall was littered with a dozen orso
law students lying on the floor directly in front
ofroom 508. Not coincidentally, representa
tives from the United States Marine Corps
were holding interviews thatmoming for posi
tions in the Judge Advocate General (JAG)
Corps, the legal arm of the military. While
interviewees were not denied access to the
room by the protesters, avoiding stepping on
the bodies clustered in the hall clearly made
getting into the room for an interview more
difficult.
The main reason for this demonstration,

according to the protesters, is the current policy
ofemployment discrimination maintained by
the Marine Corps, as well as every other branch
ofthe U .S. military . This policy specifically
exclude gays, lesbians, handicapped persons
and thoseovertheageof35 from evenapplying
for positions in the JAG Corps, regardless of
their individual qualifications.
AsGeoffTagersaid, "our concern was
not limited only to the specific discriminatory
policy ofthemilitary, but also to theuseofstate
facilities, like the law school, for recruitment,
as that would furtherencourageand legitimize
those policies." "For example," added Debbie
Gottschalk, '' all private law firms, in order to

useCDO (Career Development Office) to ar
range student interviews, must sign a state
ment that they will not discriminate against
any applicant on the basis of sexual orienta
tion, among other things. But the military is
exempt from that requirement, and we believe
that that exemption is wrong .' '
Whiletheappearanceofthedemonstra
tion was confrontational, the interviews pro
ceeded without incident, and afterwards, the
recruiters and student protesters actually sat
together for more than an hour and discussed
the military's policy of discrimination in a
most congenial manner. As Jill Barr pointed
out, the idea of making access to the room

difficult was to' ' symbolize the bar the gays,
lesbians, handicapped and o Ider students face
when seeking employment opportunities in the
military.'' But even this demonstration was
not truly representative of those difficulties,
she added, because '' unlike gays or lesbians
wanting to serve in the military, these
interviewees were eventually let in.''
This demonstration was sponsored by
the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Law Students
(LGDLS) and the National Lawyers Guild .
Sources confinned that a similar demonstra
tion is planned this week when the U .S. Navy
docks at our law school to recruit. Anchors
aweigh.
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EDITORIALS
Race in the Polls
The presidential race is now being run in the polls. In a last ditch effort
each candidate wants to create the perception that he has already won, and thus
cause the supporters ofhis opponent to remain home, conceding defeat before
they even cast their vote. The others wantthe opposite. To the trailing candidate,
creating the perception that he isclosing the gap in the polls means getting some
ofhis supporters offtheir' 'tushes'' long enough to pull the lever in his favor.
Ofcourse this race contains a third set ofconsiderations: the changes in the
polls created by H. Ross Perot's re-entry into the race. Both Bush and Clinton
seem to be trying to convince everybody tbathis presence in the race istranslating
into better poll figures for each of them. The results remain to be seen on
November3.
Playing the polls is afine strategy inpolitical warfare, but itsays a lot about
the American voter. Politicians know that the smallest excuse will keep an
American voter from exercising a right which he has long taken for granted.
Were exercising the right to vote more difficult than it is now, as it is in most
countries around the world today, it is unclearwhether Americans would go to
greater lengths to exercise that right.
Nevertheless, this election year hasproduced some dramatic results. Voter
registration is up, and, presumably, voter tum-out will be too. This blessed
change, however, is probably due more to the fact that more people are feeling
thepinch ofbard economic times rather than the factthatcitizens exercising their
right to vote is the founding principle behind the political system we call
American Democracy.
Pinch orno pinch, we should all be outthere making our choices known
on November3, and making democracy what it is, the voice ofthe people.

Trash the Grading System
This editorial haspreviously appeared on this page in a slightly different
form, but given the grade survey to be attached to the SBA V.P. ballot, we
thought it appropriate to reiterate our position.
Yearafteryear, anew class oflawstudentshas to contend with UB Law's
so-called noncompetitive grading system. The grading system, which makes
little sense even to those already here, makes UB Law students waste valuable
time explaining to prospective employers the difference between a "Q" and a
"Q*." Worse, once a student has even onesemesterworth ofH-Q grades in his
record, there is little incentive left not to get on the proverbial "Q-train."
Students quickly realize that with this system, the hard-working, yet non
exceptional, student who receives a "Q" will always remain indistinguishable
from the "laid back" or "just get by with the minimum" student who also
receives a "Q."
For many, the "Q" grade becomes a safety net which only encourages
mediocrity. The professors, too, are abdicating their responsibility ofprovid
ing students with accurate feed-back on their performance.
Get rid ofthe H-Qsystem, oratleastthe"Q*" nonsense, and go back to
thetraditionalA-B-C-D-Fsystem(orasimplifiedPass-Failsystem), asystem
which everyone readily understands.
In fact, not only are the grades inaccurate, they're usually late!
Copyright 1992. The Opinion. SBA. Any reproduction of materials herein is strictly
prohibitedwilhouttheexpressconsentoftbeEditors. TheOpinionispublishedeverytwoweeks
during the Fall and Springsemesters. It is the student newspaper oflhe StateUniversity ofNew
York at Buffalo School ofLaw. The views expressed in Ibis paper are not necessarily those of
theEditorsorStafTofTheQpjnjon. TheOpinionisanon-profitorgani1.ation.thirdclasspostage
entered at Buffalo,NY. Editorial policy ofThe Opinion is detennined bylhe Editors. ThtQpinioa
is funded by the SBA from Student Law Fees.
The Opinion welcomes letters to the editor but reserves the right to edit for length and
libelous content. Letters longer than three typed double spaced pages will be edited for length.
Please do not put anything you wish printed under our office door. Submissions can be sent
via Campus or United States Mail to The Opinion, SUNYAB Amherst Campus, 724 John Lord
O'BrianHall, Buffalo, New York 14260 (716)645-2147 or placed in law school mailboxes
223 or 611. Deadlines for the semester are the Friday before publication.
The Ideas expressed In the "Lettf'rs to the Editor" and on the commentary page
are not nec~sarily endor ..c!d by tf,n Editorial Board ofThe Opinion.
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To the Editor:
Several misleading statements in The Opinion• s recent article,·' Facuity Alters Policy
on Dropping Courses'• (October 14)need to be clarified because they .raiseimportantissues
about student participation in the governance ofthe Law School.
That report stated,' ' Before the Spring semester [ 1992] the faculty unilaterally, and
without warning the students, passed a similar policy." Actually, this issue did not come
before "the faculty" for consideration during the 91-92 academic year. Rather, it was on
the agenda ofseveral meetings o fthe Academic Policy and Program Committee, consisting
offaculty, administrators, librarians, and student representatives designated by SBA. The
issue was first presented orally to the committee by a faculty member, so the student
representatives were ''warned'' as much as the faculty and administration.
Afterthatinitialmeeting, Ipreparedadraftpolicyforfurthercommitteeconsideration
duringtheSpringsemester. Asyoureported,SBAraisedsomecogentobjectionstothedraft,
so it was re-worked in response to those objections, and the committee agreed to recommend
it to the faculty. In addition, I had several one-on-one conversations about this matter with
SBA President Brian Madrazo while the revised proposal was taking shape. My recollection
is that there was no significant SBA opposition to the revised proposal when the Committee
finally adopted it.
Thepressofotherbusiness(includingadeansearch)crowdedthisissueoffthefaculty
meeting agenda at the end ofthe spring semester, so it wasp laced on the agenda for the first
fall meeting. In contrast to the article's implication that '' the issue had been all but settled
during the past academic year,'• most faculty learned of it at the same time the student
representatives did--that is, when the agenda packet for the September faculty meeting was
circulated. Student representatives were present at the faculty meeting when the matter
came up for consideration. It is not uncommon for either student representatives or faculty
members to move for postponement ofa matter ifthey feel more time is needed for review
and deliberation--as was done with another agenda item at the September meeting, the
...Boyer, continuedonpage8

Professor Blum Advises The Opinion ·
To the Editor:
I was amused to see your editorial of October 14 regarding "threats from the
administration.• ' Since I do indeed have some time on my hands and miss teaching the first
amendmentcourse--whichlhope the school will again someday offer-- I thought! would
jump the gun and give you some basic advice on how to avoid any risk oflibel suits. The
Constitution precludes any imposition of strict liability for libel, so the standard at its
strictest is a negligence standard. Since The Opinion only comesoutevery two weeks there
is time to give advance copies ofprospective piec.es to anyone whose reputation might be
injured and ask them to respond within a few days indentify ing anything which they believe
is false or misleading and giving reasons why. I fthey refuse to respond, then The Opinion
cannotbedeemednegligentbecauseitdidwhatareasonablenewspaperwoulddounderthe
circumstances.
For example, suppose I were to write a column entitled, ''Tom and me, •'based on a
fusionofthetwopopularmoviesLessTbanl,eroandRoeerandMe. Thestorymightbeboth
a tale ofperiodic inaccessibility and deception by an influential administrator, and a tragedy
ofa son belatedly coming to understand his father's advice about a fatal dependency, but not
moving quickly enough to save himself. In ~y case the dependency was not on cocaine or
any other drug, but on the reassurances and advice ofProfessor Headrick. Actually, the
analogy is somewhat flawed because I believe that in the end this story will have a much
happierresolutionthanLessTbanZero. Fornowmyconditionmoreresemblesthatofthe
citizens ofFlint, Michigan after Roger Smith got done with them.
!tis conceivable that such a column could be injurious to the reputation ofProfessor
Headrick, particularly as regards his character and integrity, but possibly even touching on
the extentofhis grasp oflegal education. Given this risk, it would be appropriate for The
Opinion to subrnitthearticleinquestion to Professor Headrick for advance review and have
him identify specifically which sentences, ifany, pose problems. You should discuss with
him how wording can be changed to alleviate these problems. The editors should then make
reasonable editorial judgments based on a desire to be fair to everyone. This should eliminate
any risk ofnegligence or libel.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey M. Blum
OnceandFutureLawProfessor

Correction to Pornography Response
To the Editor:
I am writing to inform you ofa serious misquotation in Leslie Pearhnan' s letter
to the editor. Among other things, I am said to support' 'the eradication ofpornography.''
However, this statement never appears in my letter.
Ms. Pearhnan' squotation includes phrases that I use in two different paragraphs.
These phrases are then awkwardly linked using words that are not mine:
''once we promote the view that female nudity is natural as opposed to provocative
w~ are making the first step toward the eradication ofpornography as the tool for the seirnal
and economic subjueation ofwomen.'·
The underlined portions are my words-- albeit taken outo f context The remainder of
the passage is the creation ofMs. Pearlman. Nevertheless, the entire passage is presented
as a direct quotation.
Your readership is le ft to assume thatl !lllpport the eradication (i.e. censorship) of
pornography. Nothing could be further from my stated position. Instead, I argue that by
increasing awareness of pornography and by transforming attitudes about nudity, male
demand for pornography will decrease.
While Ms. Pearhnan has the right to interpret my arguments as she chooses, it is
unacceptable to present a blatantly distorted paraphrase as a direct quotation. Therefore,
I am requesting that a correction be printed.
Sincerely,
PaulMorenberg, IL

COMMENTARY:

Trials
By NatalieA. Lesh
Did you ever experience a week in
which a certain topic ofdiscussion repeat
edly arose? I just had a week like that--1 was
chased from home to school to work to play
by a recurring theme. I therefore feel com
pelled to resign myself to fate and to write
thisarticleinsteadoftheonelhadintended.
Maybe I believe too strongly in fate--prob
ably more than the next person--but that is a
different article altogether.
The subject which has stubbornly
followed me around all week is friends.
Specifically, whether men and women can
ever really be~ friends. It's the' 'When
Harry Met Sally'• dilemmarevisited. Since
I do not want to limit the application of this
discussion to heterosexuals, however, I be
lieve that the question must be rephrased: Is
it possible to be friends with a person to
whom you are physically attracted? "Fried
Green Tomatoes'' revisited, perhaps?
In the past, I would have dismissed
the proposition that people who are attracted
to each another cannot be friends with noth
ing more than a quick laugh. 0 fcourse they
can! Butrecently I have been persuaded that
perhaps there is more truth in this statement
than most people would like to admit. The
resistance is well-founded; the implications
would threaten even the strongestand long
est-standing friendships.
Thetheoryissimple: peop1ewho
are attracted to one another cannot be friends
because "sex" gets in the way.
In order to assess the validity of
this theory, I will assume the existence ofa
physical attraction. That is, I will presume
that attraction is the basic source of all
friendships. Of course, it is ridiculous to
assert that we have a physical attraction to
every person with whom we are friends. We
all have numerous friends to whom we are
not physically attracted in the least. In
assuming the attraction, however, the chal
lenged theory is madestronger,and therefore
will be more difficult to refute.
ltisimportanttostatethatldonot
believe itis necessarily wrong for people to
be drawn towards those to whom they are
attracted. Ofcourse, everyone would like to
believe that friendships begin on a higher
plane and that they are being pursued for
something that is not remotely superficial.
Undesirable as it may be, however, it hap
pens. Moveon.
I would assert that physical attrac
tion can never be the sole basis for a friend
ship. Atacertain point during each' 'friend
ship,'' personalities and common interests
become more important than the attraction
which caused the relationship to begin in the
first place. If.two people do not possess
compatible attitudes and values, the attrac
tion will wane and eventually fade away. A
relationship can certainly endure for a con
siderable length oftime before this happens. ·
But I am convinced that it will happen, and
that one, or both, of the parties will realize
that it is not worth the effort to sustain the
relationship any further. In this case, I sub
mit tJ;iatthetwo people werenever friendsat
all.
On the other hand, two people may
find that they have much in common and that
they enjoy each other's company tremen
dously. Ifthisisthecase, thetwopeopleare
friends. Period. And if the friendship de
stroys the physical attraction, as it often
does, the friendship will only be solidified.
But this is where things get tricky.
Whatifthe physical attraction continues? I
can envision four differentscenarios: l . both
people admit the physical attraction and, in
deference to the friendship, do no tact upon
it; 2. both people admit the physical attrac-
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tion and act upon it; 3. one person admits the
attraction and the other person denies it; and,
4. both people deny the attraction.
The friendship may be maintained
in every situation above, except in number
three. Thereasonforthisisobvious: both
people will feel awkward in light of the
reality they have been forced to confront, and
will search for more comfortable quarters,
slowly drifting apart. A friendship certainly
existed. Once the physical attraction is
placed squarely in the center of the table
and is refused, however, it's all over.
Although I say thatitis possible to
remain friends in situations one, two and
four, it will be most difficult to do so in
number four. This scenario has to do with
repression. Although this may bethevehicle
through which many people deal with their
lives, repression inevitably results in frus
tration and tension. It seems that if two
people are attracted to oneanotherbutchoose
to ignore it, both to each other and to them
selves, this will serve to aggravate and aug
ment the attraction. Again, the people in
volved will feel awkward, and will not be
eager to continue the contact. The friend
ship may be sacrificed.
Both situations one and two reflect
the belief that the -attraction must eventu-

The theory is simple:
people who are atracted
to one another cannot
be friends because "sex"
gets in the way.
ally be addressed in order for the friendship
to survive. I am persuaded by this argument
for the simple reason that it seems to make
sense. If, in fact, there is an attraction
present (as I have assumed), it would be
dishonestto proceed with false perceptions.
Granted, it may be potentially dangerous to
the friendship to permit the acknowledg
ment of the attraction, certainly any rela
tionship is better o ffifit is conducted with
honesty.
So,canpeoplewhoareattractedto
each other be friends? Yes. Sometimes....

Setting the Record Straight on Evangelism
byJayKalasnik, IL
During the customary banterpriorto the
startofarecentmorning class, I was privy to
a conversation concerning the demeanor of
members ofthe Republican Party. The discus
sion seemed to centerupon an elementofthe
party known as ''evangelicals.'' As an evan
gelical Christian myself, I was jarred by an
individual's pronouncement ofevangelicals
as • 'fascists."
Ido notknowwhy my classmate deemed
it necessary to use such a pejorative term to
describe a segment of the population that is
vast, diverse, and utterly opposed to the coer
cive social and economic control inherent in
fascism, but I believe it may be prudent to
elucidate the fundamental nature of
evangelicalism. Hopefully, this will serve to
preventotherwisewell-informed persons from
disseminating an errant and highly prejudicial
perspective o fa substantial population group.
Evangelicals, by contemporary defini
tion, are generally members ofnonliturgical
Christian churches who stress the preaching of
the gospel ofJesus Christ, calling fora personal
con version experience. The conversion expe
rience involves a volitional acknowledge~ent
thatsalvationisaresultoftheunmerited favor
ofGod imputed to anyone whop laces his total
faith in the substitutionary death o fJesus Christ
This definition having been stated, it is
essential to note that evangelicals are prima
rily concerned with spreading the important
messageofGod'sredemptiveloveformankind
and are political only to the extent that it is
necessary to prevent the salvation message
from censure. Censure can manifest itself in
manyways,ofteninvolvingissuesinthepoliti
cal arena. This is why evangelicals have
historically been militantly opposed to com
munism and any public policy which would
serve to facilitate the survival of any such

totalitarianism. Also, the salvation message
presupposes an immortal human soul which is
created at the point ofbiological conception.
Having this conviction, evangelicals typically
oppose malevolent interference with human
life from the zygote stage onward. Correspond
ingly, an evangelical adheres to a construc
tionist view of the Scriptures which in turn
glorifies the sexual union ofamanand woman
in marriage, but classifies other uses ofsex in
other relationships as unnatural and/or ulti
mately destructive to the emotional, spiritual,
and physical well-being ofmen and women.
This beliefleads evangelicals to take a posi
tion opposing the promotion ofpromiscuous
sexual lifestyles. Although often overlooked
by evangelicalism's critics, each of these
sample manifestations of evangelicalism is
the result of a value system which esteems
human life, indeed it presents mankind as
having been created in the image ofGod. Itis
a value system which establishes parameters
ofbehavior to preventman' s self-destruction
and assure his prosperity.
As intimated above, the convictions of
evangelicals have served to thrust many into
the political battlefields. Some observers,
such as my aforementioned classmate, might
construe the evangelical' s unequivocal posit
ing o ftheirsolemn beliefs as intolerantor even
hateful to those who do not share the same
views. Without caution, evangelicals are fal
lible beings who can become overzealous and
even undiplomatic in the expression oftheir
views. But as a graduate of an evangelical
Christian college and one who has spent all of
his life living among this group, I maintain that
such an undesirable element is a definite mi
nority. Unfortunately, the media seem to
thriveongivingopportunityforgroupsofbor...Evongellsm, continued on page10
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Vice Presidential Candidate Statements
No Photo Provided
Nancy Johnson, JL
I am running for the position of Vice
President ofthe Student Bar Association be
cause I believe active participation in organi
zations as well as taking stands on issues are
the only ways to empower all people. I think
that the position ofVice President should be
utilized to facilitate empowerment of the di
versestudentpopulation to address issues that
they feel strongly about. This could beaccom
plished through accessibility ofthe SBA and
its resources.
As a community activist, I have served
on various Buffalo community boardsandcom
mittees, such as the Buffalo North American
Indian Culture Center, the East Buffalo Own
ership Program, Trans-Africa, The Buffalo
Coalition for Criminal Justice and as Governor
Cuomo's appointee to the New York State
Council on Humanities. I have successfully
lobbied to change the legislation concerning
NorthAmericanlndiansinNewYork. !coor
dinated the American Studies Master's De
greeprogramatAuburn Prisonandservedas
coordinator for the only national North Ameri
can Indian newspaper/journal, Daybreak. I
was extremely fortunate to work this summer
as an intern for the Working Group on Indig
enous Populations at the United Nations in
Geneva. I am currently the coordinator for the
Graduate Group on Justice and Democracy.
I feel that I have the.qualifications nec
essary to serve effectively as the Vice Presi
dentofthe SBA. I hope that you will vote for
me. Thank you.
Nancy Johnson

Paul Beyer, I L

Barbara Hurley, JL

Liketheentirecountry, U.B. Law School
is clearly inaperiodoftransition. Anew Dean
has been appointed, his first charge being to
develop a plan for the future o fthe law school
thatwillimpactallofyou, both in the short-and
· long-term.
Our choice, as students, is whether ornot
we want to exert our due influence over this
process. Ifso, then I hope you will seriously
considermycandidacyforSBA VicePresident
(Ifyou want somebody who'll sit in the SBA
office arguing and not getting anything done,
thenl'mnotyourman.)
My advocacy experience (lobbyist for
the American Cancer Society) and political
training (legislative staff director in Albany)
has taughtmehow to cut through the crap and
get concrete results. Swaying policy decisions
in favor of the causes that I have represented
and balancing the interests ofdivergent parties
became a daily parto fmy professional life, and
my accomplishments in thepublic policy arena
are multi-fold.

Hopefullymostofyoualready know that
my name is Barbara Hurley and that I am
running for SBA Vice President. Justin case
that information alone isn 'tenough reason for
you to vote for me, I hope this following per
sonal statement will serve to convince you.
Last Spring when Hank Nowak was
running unopposed for this position, Ijokedto
some ofmy friends that I thought I'd write
myself in as a candidate. I dido 'treally think
about that incident again until the first day of
the election when I learned that those same
friendstowhomlmadetheremarkhadspread
the word that I wanted to be a write-in candi
date. The fact that these friends had taken me
seriously wasnothalfas surprising as the fact
that they and others thought it was a good idea.
It was surprising to me simply because I had
never even given thought to the idea in any
serious sense. However, the seed was planted ...
Aseveryone knows, Hank won thatelec
tion by a large margin buthad to resign from the
position. Notwithstanding thejob he may have

Our influence is going to require conti
nuity in student representation that I, as a first
year student,can provide. While some may see
myfirst-yearstatusasadrawback,myexperi
ence prior to law school speaks for itself in
terms ofpreparing me for the position ofV ice
President lfl can effectively influence a $40
billion New York State budget, then I can
certainly handle a$40 thousand SBA budget If
I can successfully affect the policy decisions
ofa Governor and 211 state legislators, I can
certainly work with the administration ofthe
law school.
Only a cohesive SBA will enable us to
advocate effectively on your behalf. Having
led broad-based coalitions and served as a
mediator/arbitrator for the Dispute Settlement
Project of Western New York, I have the
requisite skills to bring together disparate
individuals and groupsaroundacommonmis
sion. This background will further add to the

beenabletodo,hisresignationhasprovideda
good opportunity for me to reconsider my inter
est in, and qualifications for, the position.
Several people have approached me to ask
whatmy "platform" is. While some may think
thatmy reply that! don 'thave one is inconclu
siveor flippant, I think this in the only tenable
position. I do not think I .sbmlklhave already
decided my stance on particular issues before
having heard all the information and argu
ments. So I cannotpromisethatl will vote any

certain way, but I can promise that I will give
every issue my individual attention and con
sideration. I will not feel compelled--oreven
inclined--to vote along any "party" line, but
will keep an open mind when considering the
particular circumstances ofa situation.
I hope you agree that this is the best, and
perhaps should be the only, approach to render
ing good, sound, intelligent decisions. Thank
you for taking the time to both read about and
consider my candidacy.
Barbara Hurley

SBA's ability to represent your needs as a
united voice for the student body.
Finally, consider the following ques
tions: Are you concerned about the grading
systematU.B.Law? Doyouthinkthereshould
be changes made to the research and writing
program? Do you want the administration to
hire new faculty that will serve our needs as

future attorneys?
If so, then I invite you to join me in
addressing these issues by supporting me for
VicePresidentoftheSBA. lamconfidentthat
wecantakeadvantageofthisdynamictimein
the law school's history and significantly af
fect the changes that are underway.
Thankyou.
PaulBeyer

Peeling the Polish Offthe Politicians
by Bob Gormley
When you watch a political advertise eat that same lunch while surrounded by hordes
ment on television or listen to a couple of of reporters and cameramen ("Can't I get a
elected political junkies swap soundbites on table facing the wall?''), he seems to recog
"Meetthe Press'' have you ever asked yourself nize the bizarrely unreal nature of bigtime
presidential politics.
"Whoarethoseguys?''
Jerry Brown could use a touch of
A recently released collectionofsatel
lite feeds and camcorder clips entitled ''Feed'' Tsongas"humor. Doesthisguyeversmile? In
takes a step toward peeling a layer or two off his longest clip, he is seen bickering with an
the polished political veneer ofsuch packaged aide who is struggling to straighten his tie. Hey
Jerry, fix the damn thing yourself.
goods.
Ross Perot makes a brief appearance.
Puttogctherby Kevin Rafferty and James
Ridgeway, "Feed" looks at off-the-air mo He's on just long enough to tell an off-color
ments ofthe presidential candidates during the joke. Pat Buchanan is able to avoid making an
New Hampshire primary. These collected ass of himself (how did the editors manage
moments are often humorous and, at times, that?). Although he does make a quick exit
very revealing about the respective candi during an impromptu press conference when a
reporteraskshimwhyheandhiswifehavenot
dates.
PaulTsongas, who continually displays had or adopted any children.
Oh yeah, there's also Slick Willie and
a quick, spontaneous wit and an amiable, self
effacing senseofbumor, comes across as a very "Read My Lips" George. At that time, Clinton,
likeableguy. Whetherhe'srefusingarestau who coughs up hal fa lung in one scene, had to
rantowner'sofTerofafreelunch('Tmanew deal with rumorsofmarital infidelity concern
Democrat;wepay for our lunch.")ortrying to ing Gennifer Flowers. When asked point blank
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during a one-on-one interview ifhe has ever
cheated on his wife, he responds, ''IfI did, I
wouldn'ttellyou." (On "Family Feud" we'd
all shout "GoodAnswer!"). Atanotherstop,
when confronted by an obnoxious youngjerk
who askshimhowmany abortionshe is person
ally responsible for, he is taken aback, but
retorts, "Zero.. .I hope to God you never ask
any~ne else that question. You should be
George Bush
ashamedofyourself."
doesn'tsaymuchofanything. Hejustkindof
stares into space. It's almost as ifthere is not
an original idea rattling around in his head.

Hmmm?
"Feed" is not currently being shown
anywhere in Buffalo. I was fortunate enough to
view a special showing at the Hallwalls Con
temporary Art Gallery last Friday. If you
should see it advertized anytime in the future,
however, I highly recommend making an effort
to check it out. It is an often hilarious and
insightful look at the man behind the mask.

Public
Interest
Internships
by Karen Draves
From advocating for the release
of Somali refugees from the Paris
airpost, to conducting criminal inves
tigations for the Buffalo Public
Defender's Office, UB law students,
funded by grants from the Buffalo Pub
lic Interest Law Program, spent the
summer putting their legal educations
to good use.
Helping studentsusetheiredu
cation to "do good'' is thegoalofthe
studentrunBPILP. According to Jill
Barr, Co-Direx::torfortheprogram, "The
summer internships are a great oppor
tunity for first- and second-year stu
dents to learn what public interest law
is all about" By providing opportuni
ties forsummeremploymentthepro
gramseeksnotonlyto servetheneeds
ofthose who might otherwise be de
nied access to the legal justice sys
tem, but also strives to "hook" stu
dentsontheideaofbuildingcareersin
the public sector.
Oneadvantageofworkingin the
public interest, Barr noted, is that in
terns and new associates are given a
lot of responsibility right from the
start. Not only is this a great way to
quickly gain valuable experience, but
it oftentimes allows students the op
portunity to see the results of their
workalmostimmediately. "The sum
mer interns this year did amazing
things,'' Barr said, citing as an ex ample a student who worked for the
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund in
Seattle, Washington, researching the
Endangered SpeciesActand working
on the much publicized spotted owl
controversy. Anotherstudentworked
on Buffalo's west side providing legal
services for the elderly, while a third
spent the summer in New York City
representing indigent parents deprived
oftheirproceduraland substantive due
process rights by the New York State
DepartrnentofSocial Services.
The success ofthe BPILP sum
mer internships and the organization's
ongoing educational programs has led
totherecognitionofthe University of
Buffalo as a leader in the public inter
est law movement. Each year UB
graduates three times as many stu
dents into the public sector than the
average American law school. This
success, Barr noted, wouldnotbepos
sible without the generous support of
faculty and students during the
organization' sannualspring fund drive,
andtheenthusiasmofstudentsthrough
out the year.
'' Student involvement is essen
tial,'' says Maureen Olives, the sec
ond of the program's directors. Be
cause BPILP is student-run, ithas great
flexibility. It was student initiated
projectthatresultedinBPILPbecom
ing partofPro-Bono Students, a com
puterized database that links students
who wish to volunteer with legal agen
cies that are seeking volunteers.
"We'realwayslooking fornew ideas,"
Olives noted. In addition to seeking
new ideas the group is continually in
need ofstudents who can help with its
ongoing projects. "This time com
mitment isup to the individual,'' Ol
ives said, adding that the program
welcomes anyone who wants to be
come involved, leammoreabout BPILP
activities, or use resources such as
Pro-Bono Students to stop by the BPILP
officein room 516.

"The Roaming Photographer"
by PabloMarchona

-----------------------------

This week'~ question: -What reflections do you have ofthis year's Moot Court competition?

Christina Grana, JL

Rex Velasquez, 2L
'' I survived it.''

''Are you kidding?''

Saultan Baptiste, 2L
"It's a great opportunity for law
students, but it's hell to survive.''

BrendaJoseph,lL
"It'sagreatexperience. Every law
student should participate in it.''

Vievvs on Changing the Current Grading Systen,
As we have all heard, our law school is ata crossroads. At next faculty meeting, the faculty
will be reconsidering our present grading system. In lighto fthis, Third Year Class Director, Scott
Rudnick and I, in my capacity as SBA President, are debating the issue ofwhether UB Law should
maintain the' 'H,Q,D,F," system,(hereinafter"H,Q")orreturn toa' 'A,B,C,D, F," grading
system (hereinafter'' A- F' ').
lthas been22 years, 9monthsandahandfulofdayssincethechangetothe ''H, Q,'' with
• system. Prior to this system our school employedapercentagescalerunning from 55% to 100%,
with a corresponding letter grade attached.
In 1959, a discussion among the faculty began inan effort to refine the grading system in
order to address the gap between 0% and 55%, and to further refine the degrees ofdistinction in
the evaluation ofstudent work. At that time, the faculty considered the addition to the grading
system ofpluses(+) and minuses(-) to the scale.
Fromthisaroseconcernsabouttheapparentover-emphasisontheimportanceofnotonly
grades,butclassrank. Subsequently,aGcyJin2Committeewasestablishedinthespringofl968.
The work by this committee led to the adoption ofthe current format on December 19, 1969.
In a memo to Faculty and Students, dated December, 1969, Professor Atleson, then
Chairman of the Grad.in2 Committee, summarized the new grading format. The Chairman,
commenting on student reaction, wrote, " ...discussions with students revealed a significant fact
- nearly all problems and criticisms eventually could be traced back to the ranking system.
Whereas students seem to favor a more generalized grading system, the effect ofany grading

In Support ofthe Current System
by Scott Rudnick
This commentary is insupportofthe ''H,
Q" grading system without any "*" (star)
designations. Itreflects my views only and is
written in lightofthe upcoming referendwn on
the Law School's grading system and Bill
Tre-zevant' swishes to see each grading system
defended.
The "H, Q" grading system, without
any '' •'' designations, was initiated some
twenty years ago in response to the increasing
competitiveness in law school. It was thought
that by creating larger grading categories stu
dents would become less competitive than
theywouldbebyfightingforasmallernumber
ofslotsinan "A- F" with"+" or"-" grading
system. In addition, the H grade would still
indicate excellence and thereby leave room at
the top for honors students.
This system has become weakened by
the de facto addition ofa "*"or" -" designa
tion attached to some grades. I see two prob
lems with this. First,notallprofessorsusethe
''•''or'' -'' grades, thereby work in one course
thatwouldgeta "Q*" gradewouldgeta "Q"
inanothercourse,dependingontheprofessor's
grading policy. This defeats the who lepurpose
of a standardized grading system. Every
professor must use the same grading system,
andthatisnothowitisnow. ltisajoketohave
professors create grades that officially do not
exist and then have those grades appear on a
transcript.
Second, the use of"•" or " -" grades
createsnotthe4-tiergradescaleof' 'H, Q'' but
rather a 10-tier grading system (assuming no
"*"or-for the "F" grade). This defeats the
entire purpose and rationale of the grading
system. What is the difference between a' 'Q''
ora "Q-?" Between a "Q-" and a "D*?" And
more importantly, does it matter?

WehereatUBLawareallhavethesame
goal-to get a law degree. The grading system
I advocate allows us to do that with a minimal
amount oftension and competition between
students. One criticism of this system is that
a studentdoesnotgetenough feedback on his
or her progress by a mere ''Q'.' grade. My
answer is that substantive critiques on exams
by professors and talks with professors provide
feedback far more valuable than any grade
label.
Good performance is rewarded with
an "H", and mediocre and failing perfor
mances have their grades too. Why is there a
need to further subdivide the middle? Any
answer based on the idea ofcompetition and
thepursuitofahighGPA doesnotpersuademe.
We should be confident enough in our own
abilities not to need a "Q*" as opposed to a
"Q",ora"B" insteadofa "B-". Iamnothere
to •'beat'• my fellow classmates over a 3 year
race for grades. I am hereto learn, and feedback
from my professors and peers is perhaps my
best yardstick.
Wearealsoheretobecomeawareofour
strengths and weaknesses as a students and
lawyers. We should have the awareness and
motivation to be able to changewhatwe don't
like about our professional selves, without the
extrapresrureofstrivingforthe''A+".~
should be an indication ofour pro2ress, not a
final destination nor a prize. Sure, cum laude
is nice, butitdoesn'tmakeanyone •'better" or
more intelligent. Latin honors reward hard
work, as they should. Competition for the sake
ofbeating out your peers should be frowned
upon(with the exception noted below).
_
So how isone to distinguish oneselfifnot
by grades?Weshoulddowhatweenjoydoing
for the sake of doing it (and to build up our
resumes) . Law Review, both Moot Courts,
... Pro, continuedonpage I 0

system on class ranking was o fkey importance.''
The memo continued:
' 'This report is based on the recognition that grading, a form o fevaluation, is by its nature
subjective. It is so closely intertwined with the particular grader's personal standards ofwhat
constitutes qualified work that it defies standardization. Our present system, employing
numerical grades, averages, and ranking, can lead us to believe in the seeming objectivity of
numbers. In fact, however, the process by which these numbers are determined is subjective,
related to the grader's perception ofperformance and his evaluation o fthat performance in light
o fhis defmition ofqualified work. Both students and faculty would be comforted by a method
ofgrading which would supply definitions of'qualified' and 'unqualified' work which could then
be applied uniformly by all faculty in all courses."
Although the conclusion ofthis memo was the recommendation ofthe' 'H, Q'' system,
the memo indicated the merit ofthe ''A-F'' system. Itreads, ''[t]he Committee considered
variousalternativegradingsystems,withthetraditionalA,B,C,D,F(sic)systemdemonstrating
the most merit. The Committee felt, however, that an even more generalized system was called
for, one which would present only truly relevant data. .. " Hence, we have the current grading
system.
It is my hope that you will submit your impressions to The Opinion in next issue's
Crossfire!!! Your voice will be incremental to the future ofUB Law School.

In Opposition to the Current System
by W. F. Trezevant
This position for change to the '' A - F''
system begins with the original reasons for our
current system. In an attempt to reduce com
petitiveness, andreducetheemphasisofgrades
duringone'slawschoolcareer, weadoptedthe
"H,Q" format.
ltis true that our current system accom
plished the desiredresultofreduced competi
tiveness. But, the• 'harm'' ofcompetitiveness
which was sought to beavoideddidnotorigi
nate with a five-tier grading system, but rather
with a grading system which employed dis
crete numerical evaluations of a student's
work. Thesubsequentproblemof"classrank
ing'' as cited by the memo was, and remains the
real ''harm''whichwesoughttoavoid,andnot
competitiveness perse. Nowhere in our school
havewediscouraged "competitiveness. For
example, forms ofcompetition still existent in
our school (e.g. Research positions, TA posi
tions, summer BPILP positjons, Desmond and
Jessup Mootcourt,l..aw Review, S.B.A. elec
tions, the various journal and student group
elections, and the numerous awards presented
during the course o fthe year).
This competition is not limited to stu
dents, but indeed is expanded to faculty mem
bers as well. We see evidence ofthis in their
efforts to get their papers/research topics pub
lished, or their particular areas of interest
solidified with a systematic course of study
contained in the class offerings schedule, etc.
Wealsoseeexamplesofthisintheworkofthe
faculty committees to the extent that faculty
members bring to the tab le views forimprove
mento fthe school through there-organization
ofcourse curriculum. Without passingjudg
menton the meritsoftheviews ofthe faculty,
we can use their example to buttress the con
tention that it was never the ''competition''

causing the' 'harm'' to our educational institu
tion, which we sought to proscnbe through the
adoptionofthe ''H, Q" system.
In fact, we have, through our conduct,
inherently applauded "competition" in its
variousformsinspiteofourgradingsystem. It
is now time to bring our grading system in line
with our actions so that we on the one hand
formally recognize competition and on the
other hand guard against the degenerative
''harm'' ofclass ranking. This can be easily
accomplished with the implementation ofthe
''A-F'' system.
A change to the traditional "A - F",
systemwillalsoresolvethetensionsthatexist
under our current format by providing clearly
understoodstandardsofevaluationsofstudent
worlcforprofessorswhileavoiding lhe •'banns''
originallycitedyearsago. Thisisnotasradical
a change as some may believe since many
professors currently employ theuseofQ* in the
gradingofstudentworlc. Theissueofconcern
nowisthatnotallprofessorsengageisthistype
of evaluation. Rather, change inherently
acknowledges this fact and makes its applica
tion uni formacrosscourseofferings, thus mini
mizing the arbitrariness which presently ex
ists in student evaluations.
More pragmatically, employers need to
evaluate students for hiring purposes without
having todeterminewbattheambiguousmarks
ofQandQ*mean. Thedegreetowhichthe"H,
Q" system represents a barrier to regional and
national hiring ofUB Law graduates is disturb
ing, particularly in such tough times for job
ofrers.
Although I do not wish to create a con
frontational relationship with the faculty, it is
my belief that a faculty vote to continue the
present system dramatically ignores students
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Professor VirginiaA. Leary Honored ForWorkWith
UB lntemationaJ Law Program
Buffalo, N.Y.--VirginiaA.Leary,pro
fessorofinternational law at the University at
Buffalo, was honored recently by the Interna
tional Law Alumni at the UB School ofl.aw for
her outstanding contribution to the develop
ment of the school's international law pro
gram. A dinner was held in her honor at the
Center for Tomorrow on October 16.
A UB faculty member since 1976,
Leary was recognized as "the force behind the
development of the international law pro
gram," said Jennifer Krieger, chair of the

sivelyontheinternationalprotectionofhuman
rights, and has undertaken missions to Sri
Lanka, the Philippines and Pakistan on behalf
ofthe International CommissionofJurists and
Amnesty International.
Earlier this year, she attended an
emergency meeting in Geneva of the U.N.
Human Rights Commission to discuss human
rights problems in the former Yugoslavia.
Atthedinner, professor Leary thanked
fellow colleagues and students, both pastand
present, for their continued support, interest,

Law School lntramuraJ SoccerTeam in Playofffs
by Michael Radjavitch, Business Manager
The Criminal Intent intramural soccer team has been active at UB every semester
since the Fall, 1990 semester. Organtted by third-year law students Jorge Guerrero and
Michael Radjavitch, Criminal Intent has provided law students with the opportunity to
collectively kick the ball around on weekends. and to showcase their skills during games
againstteams predominately composed ofundergraduates.
This semesteris, however, different from all ofthe others bythe factthatthisis the
first semester that the Criminal Intent soccer team has made the conference play-0fls.
Unfortunately, they closed the regular season with aloss this past Sunday, finishing with
arecordo f3-2. ItshouJd be noted, however, thatboth ofthe losseswere ingames forwhich
~inal Intent could not field a full team. The first conference playoffgame will t.ake
placethis Sunday, November 1.
The currentteam iscomposedofveteran playersMichaelRadjavitch, Natalie Lesh
andPaulO 'Brien~thedefonsiveenct;JobnJus~,John Foudyap<IM.ark Scbaefet;intbe
mid-field; and David Smith up front. ,Recent additions to the team include Joan Yemm.a
at fullback; Bill Meyer, Bud Nelson, Steve Tills, Kevin P. Collins, John O'Halloran, and
Erin Wolfe in the middle orup front; andltan Rosenthal. at forward.
The first game ofthe season ended ina2-0 ioss to the Med Heads, the strongestteam
in the conference, butCriminallntentwasonJy able to ~eld nine play~ forthegame. At
that early date, the roster hadnot yetsolidifiedand a number ofstarters were not abfe tQ ·
attend.
Criminal Intent then won 1heir next three games, by ~ores o!1--0, 1-0,and2~ 1. For
a~le'to field a full ~ and '~ the riLx:~ imbs .
each oftliethtee g~s they
available. The lastgameoftheseasonendedma 1~O loss inagarneofmany missed scoring
opportunities forC~ Itltent,

w~

HALLOWEEN PARTYAT
MICHAEL,DAVID & DAVE'S
PARTY PALACE
Virginia Leary, thirdfrom left, amidst a throng ofwell-wishers, including visiting Professor
Catherine Tinker, secondfrom right, and Professor David Engel.far right
Ftoto: Pa.Jl blsvig

committee that organized a dinner in Leary's
honor. Her ''creativity, dedication, personal
grace, and humor malce her highly respected
andadmiredbycolleaguesandstudentsalike."
During the past five years, Leary has
securedabout$500,000 fromtheFordFounda
tion for direct student support in the interna
tional law program.
She directs the law school's Geneva
Internship Program. which awards stipends for
a 10-weeksummerinternship with an interna
tional organization in Geneva, Switzerland.
Students have been placed with United Na
tions agencies and non-governmental organi
zations in the fields ofhuman rights and the
environment.
Leary also serves as co-director of
the UB HmnanRightsCenter, whichfocuseson
human rights from an international and inter
disciplinary perspective, with special refer
ence to economic, social and cultural rights,
and rights such as environmental protection,
the right to health care, discrimination against
ethnic and groups rights, and the problems of
development.
She has written and lectured exten-

andcommitmenttotheidealsofinternational
law. Shealso spokeonrecentdevelopments in
international law, and condemnedrecentacts
by the United States in violation of interna
tional extradition treaties and U.N. declara
tions. Mention was also made ofthe possible
implications derived from the United Nations
ConferenceonEnvironmentandDevelopment
heldinRio,Braziloverthesmnmer. Heretoo,
Leary emphasized that the U.S. had only mar
ginally begun to comply with the standards and
requirements ofinternational environmental
law. But on the plus side, governmental and
private sector awareness of environmental
issues was steadily increasing, and she was
optimistic about future developments in this
area ofinternational law.
Leary is a former vice president of
the American Society oflntemational law, a
former president of the Buffalo Council on
World Affairs, and a member ofthe board of
directors ofAsia Watch and the Labor Rights
and Education Foundation.
A resident ofthe West Side ofBuf
falo, she received a law degree from the Uni
versityofChicago.

WHEN:
WHERE:
DEAL:

SATURDAY,OCTOBER l 1, 9:00 PM
573 LINWOODAVENUE
WEARA COSTUMEAND DRINK BEER

Desmond Banquet Photos

SrikantRamaswami, aka ChicoSwamt
spinning the disks/or Desmond
Fhoto: Midlael Ra:ljavi td\

Michael Hewitt and Mike Vhargas smiling
after naming Brian Reddy as Best Oralist
Photo: Dllnllarris

...Boyer, continuedfrompage4
proposal for grading system modification.
Nobody made such a request with regard to the
drop-addproposal.
In short, until the article in question
appearediniheOpinion. thisissueseemedto
me an example of the way our committee
process ought to work to generate consensus
among members-of the Law School community. Thus, I was puzzled by the article's
implication that the drop-add policy was somehow ramrodded through without adequate student input; it almost seemed that the writer
was disappointed by the lack ofconflict
Although the particular issue is not
among the major problems facing the Law
School, it does raise more fundamental ques
tions about student and faculty involvement in

decisionmaking. ~Opinionthinksthatour
current process for malcing decisions on mat
ters ofacademic policy needs improvement,
by all means let's identify the problems and
start developing solutions. This year, the
Academic Policy and Program Committee
(withstudentrepresentation) has begun worlc
ing on revisions ofthe Law School by-laws,
whicbdefinethel.awSchool'sdecisionmalc
ing processes and responsibilities. The SBA is
also revising its constiti1tion. Good criticisms
andgoodideaswillbenefitbothofthosedeliberations; innuendo will not.
Sincerely,
Barry Boyer

DeanandProfessorofl.aw

Rem/a Parthasarathy and Robin Kaplan displaying striking profiles after accepting
thefourth best briefaward, as Jennifer Pitaressi whoops it up
Photo: Dlri Harris
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EDBY
D. CHESS ES .

President, BAB/lDU Bar llni8w

'

More people take BAR/BAI than all other bar review
courses combined. And more people take BAR/BRl's
course on the Multistate Professional Responsibility
Exam (MPRE).
For students currently enrolled in law school and enrolled
in the BAR/BAI bar review for New York, New Jersey
or any New England state that requires the MPRE,
all you need do to take the MPRE course is put down an
additional $75, the full amount of which is credited to
your BAR/BAI bar review course (differing amounts will
be credited in other BAR/BAI states).

C

20 P■rll Plaza, S.ilt 931
loolon, IIA 02116
(617) 69S·99SS (800) 866-7277
FU: (617)69S·9386

f o AT 'Bu f
Date:

~~T.Oc:r.~\

s,

Time:

/OA/'1-ZPM

BAR REVIEW
TIie NaUon's Largest and Most SUccesslul Bar Review.
1500 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
(212) 719-0200 • (800) 472-8899 • (201) 623-3363 • (203) 724-3910 • FAX: (212) 719-1421
20 Park Plaza, Suite 931, Boston, MA 02116
(617) 695-9955 • (800) 866-7277 • FAX: (617) 595-9386
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continuedfrompage 7
Domestic Violence and Prison Task Forces,
International Law Society, the manyjownals,
a paid job outside school, etc., are all ways to
both distinguish ourselves and work together not against each other - to achieve a common
goal. And aJdlough some oflheseextracurricu
lar activities may be based on competitions,
those who participate do so because they want
to, not because they have no choice. They
choose to highlight their strengths. In a com
petitive grading system, no one can opt out.
Afterall,gradesreallydon'tmeanathingonce
you're behind a desk 10 hours a day. But the
extracunicular activities you do in law school
are a true indication ofthe person you are.
Finally, I keep hearing about how em
ployers are looking forspecificGPA 'sorclass
rankings. I have two answers to that. First, we
all knew beforewecameherewhatthegradiog
system was like.We may not have known the
way it is viewed by some employers, but we
have only ourselves to fault for that. Perhaps
some of us should have asked some more
questions before we accepted our admittance.
Second, it is sad that some employers
are so shortsighted as to want a further grade
breakdown. I seems to me that telling an
employeryourpercentageof''H's''wouldbe
satisfactory. But ultimately an employer is
hiring a person, with a myriad of strengths,
weaknesses, and eccentricities. People should
bejudged for who they are, not for their ability
to get a "B+" when the average was a "B".
That proves nothing in the long run and is a
completely arbitrary way ofjudging a person.

... Supreme Court
continued.from page I.
TheJudges for the competition, Denman,
Boyer,Jasen, Koshian, andMurphyeach asked
pointed questions which were fielded well by
all finalists. ChiefJustice Denman, in particu
lar, was involved in each argument, focusing
pertinent questions on every issue. In the end
the judges commented on how pleased they
were with the level ofcompetition.
Denman remarked thatthe competitors
were better prepared and more poised than
many attorneys who appear before her in the
Fourth Department. Judge Jasen reminded the
participants to always answer thejudgesques
tions, even with an "Idon'tkoow" ifneces
sary. He also commented that it is important
to look at the judge with the question when
answering. A comment was made by Judge
(Dean) Boyerthatitisimportantto have a clear
structure in the argument and congratulated
Gary Simpson on his clarity in setting forth his

argument
The Moot Court Competition prelimi
nary rounds began Wednesday and concluded
Thursday evening. Scores were then tallied
and the top eightteams, 16 competitors, com
peted in the quarterfinals on Friday. Eight
teams then became four in the Semi-finals on
Saturday morning. By 2 :00 Saturday afternoon,
only 2 teams were left. When all was said and

. . . Ex-Hostage

continued.from page 7

continuedfrom page 1.

who simply wish to obtain a law degree. It
would be fimdamentallyunfairfora "class" of
peoplewho havechosenan academic lifestyle
toimposeth.e.irviewofthecorrectapproachto
the study oflrN via the use ofa grading system
which reflects those beliefs on anodter ''class''
ofpeople.
Similar to this point is the concept of
fairness to sbtdents. Its origin rests witkin the
extremelybroadgradingrangeof"Q." Just
about all ofus have heard ofthe discrepancy
between the seudent who studies hard all se
mester, and ends up with the same grade~ a
studentwho studies very littled..-ing lhesame
semester. Placing this concern in historical
perspective, it i., true that our school needed a
more generalized grading system from the
numerical onepreviously used, butitis nottrue
that the present system accomplished this
satisfactorily. Indeed, this presentsystemis an
exampleofover-compensation for a problem
which couldhave been easily solved througha
switch to the '' A - F' ' system. The continuing
cries ofunfairness among those students who
would otherwise have received a "B" as op
posed to an amorphous "Q" stands as a testi
mony to this over-compensationby ourpresent
grading system. The ones who ultimately pay
are we, thestudents,and this is due to the mass
Iumpingtogetherofdisparateanddiversestu
dentperformance.
Ultimately, we can have a significant
impact upon the academic environment we
wish to live in. We can, after thoughtful
consideration, conclude that the decisions of
those before us were not as carefully consid
ered as we would have liked. Wecanmoveto
modify those choices. We can lobby to refine
those decisions. Butwemustonly do this after
careful consideration, time, and significant
experience. Atleaston this issue, we find that
all o fthese factors exist. We likewise find that
the value-judgments embodied in the present
grading format do notcome as close to solving
the discrepancies, disparities, or concerns as
originally expounded on the issue ofgrades.
I therefore ask that each one ofus vote
not only in the vice-presidential election this
week, but also makes our position known on
this very important issue of grading policy,
particularly since the faculty is scheduled to
discuss this issue at the next faculty meeting.
Thank you for your tim~ I look forward to
discussing this with all ofyou.

and ittook several weeks for this initial shock
to wear off. He now found himselfin whathe
described simply as "Hell." Swvival now
consisted o fthe daily task ofsimply ''dealing''
with pain, remorse, suspicion, violence, and
the longing to be free. He had to learn to stifle
the urge to lash outinanger, since he would only
suffer additionally as a result. Filthy most of
the time, be was allowed only one ten minute
period daily to relieve himself He was spat
upon, sat upon, and periodically poked and
prodded with the barrel ofa gun. It was three
and a halfweeks before he was allowed to sit
up, and another three months before he was
allowed to speak.. In his seven years o fcaptiv
ity, he was moved about twenty times from cell
to cell, each time wrapped up with packaging
tape like a mummy, with only the nostril area
leftopen. He remembered how the very sound
ofthepackagingtapebeingpeeledofftheroll,
an indicator that all ofthe hostages were to be
movedagain,wouldmakehisbody "shudder"
and break out in a cold sweat. He admitted
there were times he just wanted to die and
remembered telling the guards ''Go ahead!
Kill me. Shootme now and my troubles will be
over!"
Mr. Anderson then told the audience
about how he had fared with the nine other
hostages. Without the companionship, the
laughter, and the shared faith of his fellow
captives, he doubted whether any of them
wouldhavecopedaswellastheydid.Formuch
ofhis seven years as a hostage, he was hand
cuffed to oneother hostage, Thomas Sutherland,
and remarked that he had spent more time
together with this one hostage than many men
will spend together with their wives during
theirentirelifetime.Althoughheneverstopped
believing thatone day he would be free again,
hehadmanydoubtsabouthisabilitytolastthat
long. At times he wondered why God had
chosen him to suffer,andcould findnoanswer.
The whole experience deepened his faith, and
he found this fact slightly ironic in lightofthe
fact that he had rejected the church as a teen
ager, and had only returned to the church six

done, Gary SimpsonandBrianMerceremerged
the first place team.
Though not emerging as the victors in
the final round, Jennifer Willig and Helen
PundurswereawardedBestBrief BrianReddy
received the honor ofBestOralistbased on the
combined scores ofthe first two nights ofthe
competition. In all, 90 people took part in the
Competition. Although there can only be one
''winning'' team, all participants are to be
congratulated for their participation. Look for
all Moot Court results in this edition of the
Opinion.

Finalists Jennifer Willig and Helen l'undurs receive their awardfrom Michael Hewitt.
Phoo>: Dan Harris
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... Evangelism
continued.from page 5
derline megalomaniac status to propoundtheir
interests.
I would quickly pointouthowever, that
every interest group seems to have its radical
fringe, e.g. AIDS activistswho throw condoms
at priests or interrupt Catholic Mass, environ
mentalistswho place steel spikes in trees to be
harvested,orrap "artists"whoadvocatekill
ing policemen as a method of establishing
control over their communities all exemplify
this tendency.
The crux of the anti-evangelical argu
ment seems to be that evangelicals seek to
impose their own beliefs upon the rest of
society and fail to respect or even tolerate
divergent viewpoints or lifestyles. Thi'i is a
serious misperception. Evangelicals have no
innate desire or spiritual mandate to silence
opposing viewpoints. Those who accuse
evangelicals of intolerance to the point of
exclusion fail to identify, either intentionally
or due to inadequate analysis, a belief in an
absolute standard of right and wrong as the
factor which utterly compels them to defend
themselves from societal assaults of their
value system. Rather than intolerance, this is
an actofself-preservation. I tis not illogical to
assert that it is the critics of evangelicalism
who are guilty ofinto lcrance. Their criticism
may be an attempt to assuage their own
malcontentednessanddenyadmissionoftheir
own moral turpitude when held to the
unassailable standard of traditional values.
Hoggs, the English poet, said, "Guilt proves
the hardest nearesthome.''
Critics' accusationsofintolerancenot
withstanding, it is not the evangelicals who
seek to force society to accept a value system
against its will. Rather, secular humanists
have formulated their own man-centered ·'re-

months before his abduction .
Terry Anderson had never been a fan
o fU .S. Foreign policy, especially in Lebanon
and theMiddleEast,andnotedthattheU.S. is
trying to be a "broker" in that geographic area
This may be a mistake, he said, for the prob
lems of that area must first and foremost be
solved by the people that live there. But he does ·
feel thatoverall the U.S. handled the hostage
situatioa well. While in captivity, he did not
understand why the U.S. did not yield to the
demands of the terrorists. His longing to go
home was so sll"ong, that he simply wanted the
government to pay whatever the hostages
wanted. Btrt he said, in retrospect, he now
understands the U.S. position, adding thatpay
ing the kidnappers' pricejustwould have en
couraged more kidnapping. Hethenmentioned
that, in general, U.S. foreign policy is too often
made with only domestic considerations in
mind. In addition, he said, the tendency has
been for U.S. foreign policy to be based on
"Realpolitik," that is, on our business and
commercial interests. Our foreign policy,
according to Anderson, should rather emanate
from ideals, such as our values on human rights
and democracy.
A question and answer session with
members of the audience followed, during
which he commented on his forthcoming book
(Den of Lions, to be published in the Fall of
1993), the role of his sister Peggy Say in
keepinghisspiritsandhopesoffreedomalive,
andthestrengthofhislovetowardshiswifeand
daughter. Healsoaddressedisrael'srole in the
Middle East. Israel, according to Anderson,
shouldnotholdontooccupiedareas,andmust
realize that there will not be peace in the
Middle East as long as they are held.
Towards the end ofhis presentation,
Terry Anderson quoted the philosopher
Nietzsche in trying to describe how he felt
overall about his experience as a hostage:
''That which does not destroy me makes me
stronger," adding "they did notdestroy me."
However, he rejected the view that he was a
"hero" of any sort, stating that heroic acts
involve both courage and choices, and as a
hostageheneverwas allowed to exercise any
freedom ofchoice.

ligion" which denies the existence of any
spiritual sovereign who mightrelegate human
beings to a position of subjugation. In the
humanist's world, man is the Ultimate being
and his pleasures must be satisfied at the
expenseofallothervaluesystems. Any other
system threatens the primacy of man and is
therefore subject to the philosophical trash
heap- it cannot coexist with secular human
ism.
It is just such tripe against which
evangelicals seek to defend themselves. While
humanistsendeavortoimposeaberrantviews
ofmorality and personal responsibility on the
rest of the world, evangelicals have since
antiquity been the sufferers of persecution
because they dared to live according to their
consciences and by immutable standards of
rightand wrong, motivated by a desire to please
a beneficent and loving Creator. The Chris
tians who were fed to the lions in ancient Rome,
Martin Luther who would not yield his con
science to the intellectual straitjacket of a
flawed theology, and the Pilgrims who sacri
ficed their homes and endangered their lives
for an opportunity to worship God freely, all
exemplified this quality found today among
evangelicals.
Consistent with their 200 year history,
evangelicals today seek freedom to worship
and freedom to live without interference from
proponentsofanamoralworldwhereGodisan
anomaly and man is omniscient. It was this
desire which cclminated in the founding ofour
free and democratic nation 216 years ago.
N ovalis, the 18th century German lawyer and
poet said, "Christianity is the root of all de
mocracy, thehighestfactintherightsofman."
Theevangelical'sdefenseofhisconvictionsis
an inevitable result o fhis faith and his faith the
final bastion ofdemocracy.
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What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

The Labor and Employment Law Association
Thursday, November 5, 3 :00 pm
First Floor Lounge
Organizational meeting for a new student
group which will deal with issues oflabor and
employment law

Hibernian Law Society Recruitment Party
Thursday, October 29, 9:00-12:00 pm
The Diplomat (73 Allen St., near Delaware)
Everyone welcome. Guinness, Harp and food.
$5 cover

What:
When:
Where:

Law Day Conference
Thursday, November 5, 8:30 am-1 :00 pm
Student Union, Room 145a,
UB Amherst Campus
Sponsored by the Black Law Student Assoc.

''RecentChanges in Eastern Europe'' speakers
Monday, November 2, 3 :30 pm
FirstFloor Lounge
Professors Szumanski and Klich, visiting from
Jagiellonian UniversityinKrakow,Poland, will
be speaking. Sponsored by the International
Law Society

What:
When:
Where:
Lowdown:

Boyz'NTheHood
Wednesday and Thursday, October 28 and 29,
6: 15 pm each nighJ:
Room 106, O'BrianHall
Crime and Punishment Video Series.
Admission is free

AttentionAIIThird-Year Law Students:
Commencement may seem very distant, but it is around
the comerwith regard to planning requirements. Please take
the time to submit suggestions for commencement speakers
to Michael Radjavitch, Box#212. Include your reasoning and
some basic Biographical information about each suggested
speaker. I will also be exploring fund-raising avenues and
possible sponsors for potential graduation week events. Any
other comments or suggestions about commencement (in
cluding fund-raising events) and possible graduation: week
events (and sponsors) are welcome.

Lowdown:

Jou'"';'al

"Maastricht: A Broken Dream?" presentation
Tuesday, November 10, 7:00pm
Room 109, O'Brian Hall
Louis LaFille, Belgian attorney and managing
partner ofLaFille and Van Crombrugghe, will
be speaking. Sponsored by the International
Law Society

oflntematiorial'LawAnnounces Ed. Board

TheSteeripg O.munittee of the Buffalo Journal oflntemational
Law helcfelectio,is for the Editorial Board positions on Thursday, ,
· October 8; 1992; ancf the Editorial Boatd held further elections for ,
vacant positi9ns,9p Tuesday, October 20, l99f. The results ,of these
electio1~:;;~~~;s:

MichaelRadjavitch
Box212

884-1942

Joi Cary

Execdtiv~Editors:
"'
Publications Editors:

Francisco Duarte
JohnFoudy
Paul Roalsvig*

Managing Editor:

Barbara Hurley

Business Editor:

Stephen Lee

Technical Editor:

John Oleniacz

Recent Developments Editors~
,,
'

Revson FoundationAnnounces Public
Interest Fellowship Program
The Charles H. Revson Foundation is pleased to announce the
availability ofRevson Law Students Public Interest(LSPIN) Fellowships
for law students interested in working in public interest positions.
Stipends of$3,250 are available for first- and second-year law students
attending law school in New York and New Jersey who have secured
volunteer summer placements with public interest organizations in the
New York metropolitan area.
The Revson 1993 LSPIN Fellowship Program is being adminis
tered by the Public Interest Law Center at New York University School
of Law. Up to 45 grants will be made to students working full time for
ten weeks during the summer of 1993. Applications and more detailed
guidelines can be found in both the Dean's office and in the Career
Development Office. LS PIN encourages all interested students to apply.
Deadline for applications is Friday, January 29, 1993. Awards
will be announced by Tuesday, March 9, 1993.

Laura Vasquez

'

/f om Cannavo
Maureen Mahon
JohnMartin

Articles Editors: ,

Andres Colon-Perez*
HonLai*
Edward Moy*
Barbara Sauer•
Bob Sisson
• Indicates result offurther election to fill vacant positions-

Please direct any inquiries or correspondence to the attention of
Michael Radjavitch, or to any other member ofthe Editorial Board.
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BAR/BRI
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BAR REVIEW

IS

When you register for the BAR/BRI
New York bar review course.
The BAR/BRI course Includes:
■ Expert Coverage on all Mullistate and
New York Topics
■ Comprehensive, Concise Outlines of
New York & Mullistate Law
■ Mini-Review Volume Condensing
New York & Mullistate Volumes
■ More than 100 Essays-All With
Model Answers
■ Attorney Graded Essays
■ More than 2500 Multistate Questions
All With Model Answers
■ BAR/BRI Mullistate Workshop
■ BAR/BRI Essay Workshop
■ Q & A Clinic™
■ MPRE Review
■ Individualized Attention

If you enroll by

You receive:

'tlEb, Not 'I

TH

■

A$200 DISCOUNT off the $1395
bar review course tuition.
(Your tuition: $1195.)

■

The Gilbert New York Essay Advantage
FREE. (Regular BAR/BRI student
tuition: $195.)

■

The Gilbert Multistate Exam Workshop
FREE. (Regular tuition: $325.)

■

The Arthur Miller CPLR Mini-Review
FREE. (Regular tuition: $75.)

+

+
+

BAR REVIEW

New York's Largest and Most Personalized Bar Review Course
1500 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
(212) 719-0200 (800) 472-8899 (201) 623-3363 (203) 724-3910 FAX: (212) 719-1421

·

Believing·
"

Every year, thousands of BAR/BRI students rave about the
quality of BAR/BRl's lecturers. BAR/BRl's lecturers are
experts on the law, experts on the ba·r exam and experts on
lecturing.
"I had no idea the course was this good;' is a typical
comment. Now, for the first time, you can find out for yourself
just how good the BAR/BRI lecturers are.
For your own free audiotape or videotape sampling of the
BAR/BRI course, ask your student representative, stop by
our display table or write to BAR/BRI directly. In return, you'll
get an earf u I.

BAR REVIEW
The Nation's Largest and Most Personalized Bar Review
1993 BAR/Bf

